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Abstract. Every day users disclose various kinds of personal data using
the Internet for daily activities. The disclosed data in summary may draw
a perfect picture of its owner. Up to now it is difficult for end users to
decide what to disclose and what to hide. We try to support the user in
this task and propose a set of applicable privacy preferences settings to
formalize the decision–procedure and to visualize the results.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays electronic communication and electronic business gets more and more
established. Every day the user discloses personal data using the Internet for
daily activities like looking up timetable of public transport, shopping, transla-
tion services, etc. Even television gets a new face with the upcoming internet–
based IPTV. Using TV by connecting to an Internet broadcast service may
release the IP address and the user’s watching behaviour. In summary, watching
IPTV like any other internet application usage becomes possibly traceable and
therefore a possible privacy issue.

To enforce the informational right of self–determination in the digital world,
the importance of user–controlled identity management increases. However, pri-
vacy enhancing technologies, based on complex concepts (like credentials, certifi-
cates and pseudonyms) are often not easy understood by users. Additionally a
user normally has to deal with various email accounts, public/private key pairs,
(cell-) phones and credit card numbers, GPS positioning and movement track
data and so on. This increases the complexity too.

In [BRP05] an approach is sketched to simplify privacy–enhancing identity
management by using a town map–like approach to create a relationship between
different kinds of privacy preferences and their representations in the topology
of a artificial town map. There are various other methods, like role concept at
[CK03], P3P policies [W3C02] etc. The PRIME project4 is presenting a slightly
4 The PRIME project receives research funding from the European Community’s Sixth

Framework Program and the Swiss Federal Office for Education and Science. For
further information see https://www.prime-project.eu/



different approach, combining roles and policies[PFHD+05]. But anyhow the
management of dedicated privacy preferences, assigned to dedicated activities
remains difficult.

This paper proposes a set of predefined privacy preferences for online trans-
actions based on existing application scenarios. We complement the analysis by
interviewing users. Based on these results, we discuss the application of the pro-
posed privacy preferences for typically application scenarios. Finally we decom-
pose the complex ebusiness process into sub tasks to enforce privacy–friendly
data handling according to a proposed “strict no transfer” policy. Finally a
wizard approach will offer a decrease of complexity with further potential for
simplification.

1.1 Application Scenarios

To investigate details of privacy preferences we performed an internal PRIME
privacy preferences survey [Ber07]. 35 persons from various countries of the Eu-
ropean Union took part in the survey5. 17 detailed questions related to private
and business context were presented. The details are listed in [Ber07]. As a con-
clusion we summarize that about 68% of the participants mentioned ecommerce
and ebanking applications as the most prominent privacy sensitive web applica-
tions. Obviously blogging and community scenarios are of less privacy relevant
perception.6.

Based on these results we focus our elaboration on web–based ecommerce
scenarios as a starting point. We derived application scenario decomposition,
explained in the next subsection. In detail, 46 dedicated online web services were
considered with respect to their requested personal data, their promised privacy
policy and the personal data really necessary for the service. We explored con-
crete use cases from the application areas news service, email, Intranet, blogging,
physical shopping, digital shopping, communication services, hosting, community
applications and other services. The result is that a limited set of data items is
sufficient for most of the services. To cover 80% of the use cases, even in the new
Web 2.0 landscape, we need only a few different data items. We extracted the
following application scenarios7:

Business: Used in professional surroundings, as employee or administrative
representative. The amount of PII to disclose depends on the services, usu-

5 We are aware of the fact that this small number of participants in general and the
PRIME project members with the different legal basics in particular are not fully
representative for this kind of survey, but it holds as a starting point for further
research.

6 A dedicated survey about the community and per–to–per behaviour could help to
figure out motivation and characteristic of these results

7 This set of application scenarios could not be complete. We have to state that we
do focus on todays web based application scenarios.



ally real resp. correct personal data8 (and even sensitive data9) are required.
The real data belonging to the user is used. The applied privacy policy limits
PII usage to the stated current purpose10 with strict no transfer to third
parties outside the business. The business portals XING and LinkedIn are
portal examples, ebanking and an ebay selling account ecommerce examples
for this use case.

eShopping: Applicable in semi–professional surroundings, as buyer or seller.
The amount of PII to disclose depends on the services, usually also authen-
tic personal data are required. eShopping in general is used pseudonymously.
The applied privacy policy limits PII usage to the stated current purpose
with transfer to third parties to fulfil the business processes. Normal ebank-
ing, amazon and ebay accounts are ecommerce examples for this use case.

SocialNetwork: Applicable for social networks in non–professional context,
about music, photo, video sharing and so on. PII are not necessary, but
expected to be released and authentic to increase the trustworthiness. In
general a pseudonymous account is used. The applied privacy policy is less
strict wrt. eShopping. Beside the stated current purpose the data are used for
statistical, marketing and other purposes, too. The data could be transferred
to business partners fulfilling the policy requirements of the service provider.
Prominent examples are Skype, YouTube, MySpace, SecondLife etc.

Download: To download something in non–professional context when payment
is not mandatory. PII are not required, but often requested. The data is not
sensitive and possibly even not authentic (faked name, address data etc.) A
pseudonymous account is used. The privacy policy may have some marketing
aspect included, consequently the purpose is extended to marketing with
possible transfer to third parties.

Blog: Read, edit, create new comments in a news forum or blog within non–
professional context. Wa assume, that the released data is of less importance.
It is personal data, but not identifying (no PII ) or possibly not authentic.
The usage is performed under pseudonym or even anonymously. The applied
privacy policy often states further purposes beside the current purpose and
allows transfer to third parties.

Email: To access a freemail/email account to write emails, to configure spam
filter and to fill the address book in non–professional context. The release of
PII is not required, but during usage the personal data could be accumulated
to PII, especially address data, contact information, personal interests and

8 We could require certified data, but this is less usual in the explored scenarios
9 Sensitive in the meaning according to the definition of Art.8 [EC] and additionally

according to the perception of the user. The preset should contain the corresponding
sensitivity flag that a user could set.

10 Current Purpose is defined [W3C02] as the usage for Completion and Support of
Activity For Which Data Was Provided: Information may be used by the service
provider to complete the activity for which it was provided, whether a one-time ac-
tivity such as returning the results from a Web search, forwarding an email message,
or placing an order; or a recurring activity such as providing a subscription service,
or allowing access to an online address book or electronic wallet.



other11. The applied privacy policy allows additional purposes and transfer
to third parties. The released personal data could be sensitive12. Prominent
examples are Yahoo or Google mail for instance. Especially the Google mail
privacy policy [Inc07] does not comply to our understanding what a user and
privacy–friendly data handling policy is13.

Membership: To get access to restricted resources like special web pages etc.
in semi–professional surroundings. PII is required and may be sensitive.
The access is provided pseudonymously. The privacy policy limits the PII
usage to the current purpose with no transfer to third parties. Examples are
automobile and sport club membership etc.

Further: All other application scenarios like infrastructure, licensing, collabora-
tion, news are of less frequent usage and fit into one of the above mentioned
scenarios.

In this section we defined and elaborated typical application scenarios wrt. iden-
tity management aspects. We discussed the necessary amount and quality of
data and personal data for each scenario and the privacy policies a user usually
expects.

Further on we will explore these application scenarios with respect to their
required amount of personal data and the applied privacy settings.

2 Sets of Privacy Preferences

2.1 Managing Privacy Preferences

Table 1 structures the application scenarios mentioned in section 1.1. The aim
is to predefine useful privacy preferences settings that could be offered to users
to choose from (this helps to simplify as users could now choose from these
predefined options instead of defining their preference settings by hand). We
derive four elementary sets of privacy preferences:

No PII, transaction pseudonyms are used, i.e. user actions are not linkable,
personal data are not released. The user may decide afterwards to connect
transaction pseudonyms to become linkable. Reading a weblog or editing a
Wikipedia entry anonymously [Wik07] (see the blog scenario description in
section 1.1) are examples where such a preference setting could be applied14.

No PII, but linkable personal data are not released. Transactions are linkable
through the use of (role–) relationship pseudonyms as defined in [PK01]
but communication is pseudonymous. Data about personal settings (and

11 We assume that all content is encrypted so the content itself could not be read.
12 could be for instance information about health status, about membership etc.
13 Besides this, the Google privacy policy represents a completely different legal basis.

But as the Google services are really widely distributed used and accepted we took
such non–European application scenarios also into account.

14 We assume the standard TCP/IP connection is anonymized (for instance using JAP
[BFK00] ) and no other identification (via cookies etc.) available



Scenario Personal Data Purpose Transfer

Download no data, not linkable

Blog no data, linkable

Email no data, linkable

Membership real data, linkable current not allowed

Business real data, linkable current not allowed

eShopping real data, linkable current not allowed

Social Network (real) data, linkable further conditionally allowed
Table 1. The application scenarios data release policy items overview

pseudonyms) might be released (which are not directly identifying the user).
Prominent examples are web mailers, various news panels (see the email
application scenario in section 1.1) etc. The more data gets linkable, the
more difficult it gets for the user to remain anonymous.

Disclose only necessary PII; Only a minimal amount of personal data are
released for the purpose of the requested primary service. No “sensitive” data
are released. Beyond that, strict no further transfer policy should be applied
to other recipients to avoid data leaking, or at least data is only released
to “trusted”15 communication partners with the user’s explicit consent only.
The communication becomes linkable. A well known example is to buy a
book online (see eshopping use case in section 1.1).

Disclose additional PII (related to above) personal data may be released also
for additional services. Data are released only to “trusted” communication
partners according to the user’s trust policy. Transfer to other recipients
should be controlled (e.g. only with the user’s explicit consent) or only trans-
fer to “trusted” recipients. “Sensitive” data are excluded. An example is a
participation in a customer care program to get bonus points or other bene-
fit. Since the additional service is a further purpose, it could be mapped into
the setting above, but with dedicated additional purpose.

Table 2 gives an overview about the major features of the privacy preferences.
The first column is numbering the sets. The second column contains a short
description about the affected data, the third column states whether the user
acts anonymous, pseudonymous or identifiable and the last column contains the
data release policy applied to the mentioned data. The mentioned privacy policy
sets do not cover all possible cases. There is no policy covering the “sensitive
PII” or the “any transfer” case for instance. But as far as these cases are seldom
and very critical we suggest to check the non–matching cases every time they
occure very carefully.

The percentage column in Table 2 shows the mapping details about the ap-
plication scenarios, elaborated in [Ber07] wrt. the concrete privacy preferences
applied. It underlines that the privacy preferences set II with pseudonymous

15 What trusted means a user defined in the privacy preferences. Valid measures could
be personal reputation, privacy seals, trusted hardware etc.



PII Relationship Purpose and Transfer %

I no PII anonymous none (not important) 2%

II no PII, but user
name, password,
further additional
non–identifying
personal data

pseudonymous only for current purpose and no
transfer

65%

III no sensitive PII pseudonymously or
real identity

only for current purpose and
strict no further transfer

9%

IV additional (but not
sensitive) PII

pseudonymously or
real identity

for additional purposes and
strict no further transfer

24%

Table 2. Our four predefined privacy policy sets

relationship and without PII disclosure is currently the most often used config-
uration.

The privacy preferences could be applied for the standard web scenarios as
shown in section 1.1. But what is about the applicable privacy preferences for
each scenario? In set I and II personal data (PII) are not disclosed. However,
a collection of search strings, a click stream, special personal preferences like
favourite colour, interests etc. may lead to a significantly reduced anonymity
set and therefore to an identification of the subject [BJ06]. It is necessary to
pay attention to the privacy policy the communication partners have to agree
on. In the next section, we will instantiate the discussed templates and privacy
preferences to define concrete, applicable privacy preferences.

2.2 Clustering Privacy Preferences

A conventional web shopping scenario contains various sub tasks. Sub tasks for
instance are Order, Payment and Shipping. If there are third parties involved,
more sub tasks may be defined (address verification, certification etc.). To per-
form the shopping process quite a lot of data are necessary. But applying the
discussed “no transfer” policy, as discussed in section ??, setting III, we have to
state that most of the current service scenarios are not feasible because of the
need to transfer PII to third parties to fulfil the service.

However there is usually no need for the shop vendor to know the customers
address or payment information. If we split the business process into the three
mentioned separate parts Order, Payment and Shipping, every partner gets the
data needed and is interconnected with the others by a so called transaction
pseudonym. The benefit for the user is quite clear. Data disclosure is really
limited to the party related to the business, the purpose, the data are released
for, could be tailored for the very special business and there may be no need to
agree on a third party transfer policy. Also from the service provider’s point of
view it becomes much easier to be legally compliant – if less data are seized less
data have to be protected etc. In our example very few personal details at all



should be disclosed to the shop so the privacy policy may even be less strict. It
could look like the following:

Ordering a book at www.bookstore.net:

Data Communication Partner Policy

Pseudonym (e.g. cus-
tomer number), item
of interest e.g. ISBN

Merchant/Service
provider, in our example
www.bookstore.ne

Only for “current” purpose, in our case
selling a book; no further transfer, se-
cure data storage as long as legally re-
quired

Payment with credit card

Data Communication Partner Policy

Credit card number,
expiry date, real
name, amount of
money

Payment service
provider, for instance
www.cash.eu

Only for “current” purpose, in this case
payment; no further transfer, secure
data storage as long as legally required

Delivery of the good to a specified address

Data Communication Partner Policy

Address of the
client and the
(packed/hidden)
good, i.e. the item of
interest is not known

Shipping service
provider, for instance
www.ups.com

Only for “current” purpose, in our ex-
ample to deliver the good; no further
transfer, secure data storage as long as
legally required

Table 3. Business process sub tasks

The Figure 1 shows the communication flow in case we split the data dis-
closure process as described. It shows that the user request is answered by the
service provider, which may state a transaction id to link the processes and the
accepted third parties to handle payment and shipping. The user now contacts
the third parties directly, which use the transaction id and dedicated creden-
tials to signal the status of the transaction to the service provider. In case of
the shipping we sketched an additional communication flow to take into account
variable shipping cost. The sipping provider asks for additional parameters, like
size or weight for instance to calculate the shipping costs and sends it back to the
initial service provider together with transactionId and a credential. The service
provider now is able to update the payment information to request appropriate
payment. If the delivered credentials satisfy the service provider the process is
finalized by signalizing the final delivery of the good via the third party using
the transaction id again.

In summary, splitting the business process into sub tasks offers the benefit
to bind personal data, privacy policy and service providers to a dedicated trans-
action and purpose. It helps to fulfil the privacy principles in general and data
minimization in particular and it lowers the complexity of data handling and
release policy per transaction significantly.



2.3 Implementation and the “Wizard–like Approach”

In the introduction we promised to lower the complexity of identity management
processes and to simplify the user interactions regarding privacy and identity
management. However in the previous section, we have split the action buying
a book into tree different actions with different service providers (see Figure 1).
At first glance it seems to contradict to the idea of simplification.

Fig. 1. A possible sequence diagram for our split scenario

We solve this issue by introducing a wizard–like approach assisting and guid-
ing the user through the decision making process. The assistant presents a se-
quence of decision requests according to the privacy preferences to the end user
to compile the final negotiated policy. As shown in Figure 2 the assistant should
inform the user about the overall procedure, it allows to jump back to check
previously stated preferences, to collect the required data items and to commu-
nicate to the service provider with respect to the requested certificates, seals,
reputation, data handling policy and obligations.

In our example the sample dialogue contains three sections with the state-
ments about data recipient, stated purposes and required personal data. The
wizard in Figure 2 receives the template provided by the service provider. Using
such presets the user could automatically handle the PII request if the corre-
sponding privacy preferences are set to fulfil the service requirements and to



Fig. 2. An example “Send Personal Data” Assistant

maintain the privacy requirements. Thanks to the predefined template it be-
comes easy to gather and maintain the user’s privacy requirements even for
users not primarily interested in privacy.

3 Conclusion

In this paper we provide a set of predefined privacy preference settings, which
cover most practical use cases. The user could simply choose from this set instead
of defining preference settings by hand.

Beside this we discuss a new approach structuring privacy–related data dis-
closure in a privacy–friendly way. The presented approach to structure the pri-
vacy preferences using predefined templates allows to cover the ever increasing
application fields, especially with respect to the upcoming Web 2.0 capabilities
without increasing the numbers of roles and configurations a user has to deal
with. The special focus to the strict “no transfer, only for the stated purpose”
policy enhances the privacy of the user.

Further test of the user acceptance in the scope of PRIME and behind will
help to improve and fine-tune the approach.
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